
questions

Define the two market forces.

hterg€t meaning ofeach component in a demand equation.

Define the pdce elasticity ofdemand using appropdate formulas.

Classify pdce elasticity of supply using approp ate graphs.

Brielly explain how the following elasticity measures are useirl for
nanagerial decision making for a hrm.
i. o\an price elasticiry
ii. Cross price elasticity
iii. Advertisement elasticity
iv, Ilcome elasticity

Biefly explain how regression technique car be applied for slope and
elasticity measures of dcmand function.

State what are the post estimation tests needed to perform in regression
analysis? How?

What does produotion function reveal? Define the types of producdon
functions.

ftaphically explain with exanple the short run production function.

A estimated Cobb-Douglas proddction function in linear form for a
production unit is given as follows: a'

lb g Q = 1.253 a 9.356 l.o g R + o -S 62 to g L + 0.0 12 Lo g s

where Q is level of Oulput, K, L and S are Capital, Laboi and Br.rilding
space respectively.
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Interpret each component of given productiol fi.lrlction.

What would your suggestion be on Retums to Scale?
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input combination and the maxim'm weekly output it can

ii. Suppose that price of capital in(
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Distinguish between Economies of Scale and Diseconomies ofScale.

rTlltntjffi the acto,. that c€n reduce cost per unil of ourput jn a

$:1:l;""18":;tjiilJl:it maximization corcrition (Marsinar Revenue =

Does perfectly competitive market strucrur.e exist in real worjd? Discuss.
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c.

Distinguish between Monopoiy and Monopsony markets.
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